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Abstract
A framework was recently proposed for doing perturbation theory on noncommutative
(NC) spacetime. It preserves the unitarity of S matrix and differs from the naive, popular
approach already at the lowest order in perturbation when time does not commute with
space. In this work, we investigate its phenomenological implications at linear colliders,
especially the TESLA at DESY, through the processes of e+e− → µ+µ−, H+H−, H0H0.
The results are indeed found to be very different from the ones obtained in the naive
approach. The first two get corrected at tree level as opposed to the null result in the
naive approach, while the third one coincides with the naive result only in the low energy
limit. The impact of the Earth rotation is incorporated. The NC signals are generally
significant when the NC scale is comparable to the collider energy. If this is not the case,
the nontrivial azimuthal angle distribution and day-night asymmetry of events due to
Lorentz violation and the Earth rotation will be useful in identifying signals. We also
comment briefly on the high energy behaviour of the cross section that grows up linearly
in the center of mass energy squared and argue that it does not necessarily contradict
some statements, e.g., the Froissart-Martin bound, achieved in ordinary theory.
PACS: 11.10.Nx, 13.40.-f, 14.80. Cp
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1 Introduction
Field theory on noncommutative (NC) spacetime has stimulated a lot of investigations
since it was found to arise naturally in the context of string theory [1]. A possible way to
formulate a field theory on NC spacetime is to implement the Weyl-Moyal correspondence
that replaces in the action the usual product of field operators by their star product,
(f1 ⋆ f2)(x) =
[
exp
(
i
2
θµν∂xµ∂
y
ν
)
f1(x)f2(y)
]
y=x
. (1)
Here x, y are the usual commutative coordinates and θµν is a real, antisymmetric, constant
matrix characterizing the noncommutativity of spacetime, [xˆµ, xˆν ] = iθµν . The θ param-
eter has the dimension of length squared and is presumably related to some energy scale
ΛNC where NC physics sets in. Considering the connection of NC field theory to string
theory and that gravity may be unified with gauge interactions in the string framework
at a TeV scale [2], it seems reasonable to expect that ΛNC should be not far above a TeV.
This possibility opened an avenue to extensive phenomenological studies that could test
the ideas of NC physics in low or high energy experiments[3]-[7]. Concerning these, we
mention one point which will be relevant to our present work. Since θµν is a constant
matrix instead of a Lorentz tensor, Lorentz invariance is explicitly broken in NC field
theory. As pointed out in Ref. [3], this has important repercussions on data analysis of
collider experiments done on the Earth which rotates by itself and revolves around the
Sun. In Ref. [4], it has been shown how this seemingly troublesome problem can be used
as an advantage in discriminating NC signals from those in the ordinary commutative
theories like the standard model and other new physics. It has also been argued that
for collider experiments on the Earth the main impact comes from the relative change
of the directions of θµν to the locally fixed reference frame as the Earth rotates. This
apparent change of directions has been further elaborated upon recently in Ref. [5]. We
shall continue to include this effect in the present work.
All of perturbative calculations performed so far in NC field theory have been based on
the understanding that the only difference of NC theory from its commutative counterpart
is the appearance of NC phases in Feynman rules of interaction vertices [8, 9]. It was found
however that such a perturbation framework cannot preserve the unitarity of S matrix
when time does not commute with space, i.e., θ0i 6= 0 [10]. This may be understood as
follows. A typical NC phase looks like exp(i/2 θµνp
µkν) where p, k are the momenta of the
relevant particles. When it appears in a loop diagram, one of the momenta will represent
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the loop momentum to be integrated over. For θ0i 6= 0, the zero-th component of the
loop momentum enters into the phase. Then we cannot arbitrarily Wick rotate it to the
imaginary axis since there is no guarantee any more that the integrand vanishes rapidly
enough at infinity in the complex plane. In such a case, the imaginary part of a forward
scattering amplitude will get additional contributions from the NC phase. This is in sharp
contradiction to the unitarity relation which states that the imaginary part can only be
associated with physical thresholds which in turn are determined by internal propagators
independently of vertices. This failure in unitarity may not be necessarily attributed to the
noncommutativity of time and space, but may well be due to the improper perturbation
framework instead. Indeed, as demonstrated for the one-loop self-energy in ϕ3 theory
in Ref. [11] (see also Ref. [12]), the approach using the Yang-Feldman equation gives
a unitary result that is consistent with the general considerations in Ref. [13]. More
recently, starting from some basic assumptions concerning perturbation theory that are
commonly adopted in the literature, it has been shown [14] (see also [15]) that a careful
treatment of the time-ordering procedure does not lead to the naive formalism as first
formulated in Ref. [8] when θ0i 6= 0. Instead, it results in a framework which is the
old-fashioned, time-ordered perturbation theory (TOPT) modified properly to the NC
context. Unitarity can be preserved as long as the interaction Lagrangian is explicitly
Hermitian. More importantly, the new framework differs from the old one already at tree
level although the two become identical when θ0i = 0. The whole picture of perturbation
theory is thus altered for the case of θ0i 6= 0.
In the present work we shall start to pursue the phenomenological consequences of the
new perturbation framework. We shall work out the simplest processes at linear colliders
that feel NC effects, e+e− → µ+µ−, H+H−, H0H0. Here H±, H0 could be any scalars
that participate in NC scalar QED interactions although they will be considered as Higgs
bosons in our mind. We shall find in the next section that the results are indeed very
different from those obtained in the naive approach. In the latter approach, there are no
corrections at tree level to the first two processes, and the third one was computed in Ref.
[4]. However, in TOPT the first two also get corrected and the third one approaches the
naive result only in the low energy limit. More surprisingly, when the process occurs in
the s channel through a massless intermediate state, the NC corrected term in the cross
section can grow up linearly in s, the center of mass energy squared. We shall argue
in the last section how this does not necessarily contradict the Froissart-Martin bound
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obtained in ordinary field theory. Our numerical analysis including the Earth rotation
effect is detailed in section 3, and our results are summarized in the last section.
2 Calculation of the processes
We present the analytic part of our calculation in this section. We first review the time-
ordered perturbation theory adapted for NC field theory in Ref. [14]. This is then followed
by calculation of cross sections in the local reference frame fixed to a particular collider.
The Earth rotation effects are included in the last subsection.
2.1 Computational rules
Ref. [14] starts with some basic assumptions about perturbation theory on NC space-
time that are usually made in the literature. The Green functions are defined in terms
of vacuum expectation values of the time-ordered products of field operators and the ex-
ponentiated interaction action. The usual time-ordering procedure is adopted and the
free theory is taken to be a good starting point for perturbation theory. It has then
been shown that, when θ0i 6= 0 the resulting perturbation framework is not the naive,
seemingly covariant one as extensively used in the literature [8, 9], but the old-fashioned,
time-ordered perturbation theory extended with new NC interaction vertices. The two
formalisms coincide when time commutes with space, but are not equivalent in the oppo-
site case especially concerning the fate of unitarity. In the language of TOPT, a physical
process is virtualized as a series of transitions between physical intermediate states that
are sequential in time. The unitarity of S matrix is thus apparent if the interaction
Lagrangian is explicitly Hermitian. Actually, as shown there, unitarity holds valid for
generally off-shell Green functions as well. In the following we shall list the computa-
tional rules for NC vertices to be used here which are part of the prescriptions spelled out
in Ref. [14]. We refer the interested reader to that reference for a detailed exposition.
For our purpose, the Lagrangian for spinor and scalar QED on NC spacetime is given
by,
L = −1
4
F µν ⋆ Fµν + ψ¯ ⋆ (γ
µiDµ −m)ψ
+
1
2
(Dµϕ0) ⋆ (D
µϕ0)− 1
2
m20ϕ0 ⋆ ϕ0
+(Dµϕ)
† ⋆ (Dµϕ)−m2±ϕ† ⋆ ϕ.
(2)
Here ψ is the charged spinor field (e− or µ−) with mass m, ϕ and ϕ0 are the charged
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(H−) and neutral (H0) scalar fields with mass m± and m0 respectively. A is the electro-
magnetic field with coupling e. The covariant derivatives and field tensor are defined by
the generalized gauge invariance,
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ + ie[Aµ, Aν ]⋆,
Dµϕ0 = ∂µϕ0 + ie[Aµ, ϕ0]⋆,
Dµϕ = ∂µϕ+ ieAµ ⋆ ϕ,
Dµψ = ∂µψ + ieAµ ⋆ ψ,
(3)
where [A,B]⋆ = A⋆B−B ⋆A is the Moyal bracket. The processes to be considered here
also occur through weak interactions in the standard model, so in principle we should
include the NC modifications for this part. Since the attempts to generalize the standard
model to NC spacetime have not been successful so far [16], we shall not try to guess what
the modified weak interactions would look like. In this sense, our calculations should be
considered as NC corrections to QED results.
For the processes here, we only need the rules for the vertices Aψ¯ψ,Aϕ†ϕ and Aϕ0ϕ0,
which are found to be,
ψ¯(p2, λ2)ψ(p1, λ1)A
µ(p3, λ3) = +eγ
µP231,
ϕ+(p2, λ2)ϕ(p1, λ1)A
µ(p3, λ3) = +e(p1λ1 − p2λ2)µP231,
ϕ0(p2, λ2)ϕ
0(p1, λ1)A
µ(p3, λ3) = −e/2[pµ1λ1(P132 − P231 + P321 − P123)
+pµ2λ2(P231 − P132 + P312 − P213)],
(4)
where the NC phase Pjkℓ = exp[−i(pjλj , pkλk , pℓλℓ)] with (a, b, c) = a ∧ b + b ∧ c + a ∧ c
and a ∧ b = 1/2 θµνaµbν . All momenta are meant to be incoming. The parameter λ
denotes the direction of time flow along the momentum direction, which is +(−) if the
vertex is the later (earlier) end of the line. pµλ = (λEp,p) with Ep =
√
p2 + µ2 denotes
the on-shell four-momentum with positive or negative energy of a particle with mass µ
and three-momentum p. It should be noted that only on-shell momenta are involved in
the vertices. This is indeed in the spirit of TOPT which treats all intermediate states as
physical ones. The point here, as emphasized in Ref. [14] is that, the seemingly covariant
formalism which treats intermediate states as off-shell cannot be recovered as in ordinary
theory when θ0i 6= 0. This will also be verified in our following calculations.
2.2 Cross sections in the locally fixed reference frame
Let us first compute the process of e+e− → µ+µ−. Its time-ordered Feynman diagrams are
shown in Fig. 1, where the wavy and arrowed solid lines stand for the photon and e− (or
µ−) fields respectively. The other arrows indicate momenta and the λ parameters of the
5
p1,+ p2,+
p4,+ p3,+
k,+
(a)
k,−
(b)
Figure 1: Time-ordered diagrams for e+e− → µ+µ−. Time flows upwards.
time flow. For on-shell scattering we have λj = + for all external particles (j = 1, 2, 3, 4)
while λ = +,− corresponds to the two possible time-flows of the intermediate photon
shown in Fig. 1(a) and 1(b).
Using the prescriptions in Ref. [14] and the above rules for vertices, the sum of the
two diagrams is,
v¯2eγµu1 u¯3eγ
µv4 (−2π)δ(E1 + E2 − E3 −E4)
∑
λ
∫
d3k
(2π)32ωk
×(2π)3δ3(p1 + p2 − k)3(2π)3δ3(k− p3 − p4)3(−1)[λ(E1 + E2)− ωk + iǫ]−1
× exp[−i(p2λ2 ,−kλ, p1λ1)] exp[−i(−p3λ3 , kλ,−p4λ4)],
(5)
where Ej ’s are the external particles energies and ωk = |k| is the energy of the intermediate
photon. Note that there is an extra minus sign for the energy deficit factor for the
photon intermediate state compared to the scalar one. Finishing the phase space integral
and dropping the global four-momentum conservation factor, we obtain the transition
amplitude as
A = v¯2eγµu1 u¯3eγµv4(2ωk)−1
∑
λ
[λ(E1 + E2)− ωk + iǫ]−1
× exp[−i(p2+,−kλ, p1+)] exp[−i(p3+,−kλ, p4+)],
(6)
with k = p1+p2 = p3+p4. The plus sign subscripts to pj’s may be dropped since they are
already on-shell four-momenta of positive energy. We keep them to emphasize the point
that, generally, p1λ1 + p2λ2 6= kλ 6= p3λ3 + p4λ4 .
When θ0i = 0, all λ parameters are automatically removed from the NC phases. Then
the λ dependence resides exclusively in the energy deficit factor. The NC phases may be
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simplified using the four-momentum conservation, e.g., exp[−i(p2,−k, p1)] = exp[−ip1 ∧
p2]. The sum over λ is finished using,
1
2ωk
∑
λ
1
λ(E1 + E2)− ωk + iǫ
=
1
k2 + iǫ
. (7)
We thus reproduce the result that would have been obtained in the naive approach,
A = v¯2eγµu1 u¯3eγµv4 e
−ip1∧p2e−ip4∧p3
k2 + iǫ
, for θ0i = 0, (8)
which deviates from the QED result by a global phase only and thus gives the same cross
section.
For θ0i 6= 0 however, the λ dependence remains in NC phases. Denoting nµ = (0, kˆ) so
that kµλ = λωk(1,~0)+ωkn
µ, we have for any momentum q, kλ∧q = ωk(1/2 λθ0iqi+n∧q).
The NC phases in eq. (6) become,
exp[−i(p2 ∧ p1 + p3 ∧ p4 + ωkn ∧ q)] exp[−iλωkθ0jqj/2], (9)
with q = p2 + p3 − p1 − p4. The sum over λ in eq. (6) can be finished using
1
2ωk
∑
λ
exp[−iλa]
λ(E1 + E2)− ωk + iǫ
=
1
k2 + iǫ
[
cos a− i(E1 + E2)sin a
ωk
]
, (10)
with a = ωkθ0jq
j/2. Note that in contrast to the case of θ0j = 0, the NC phases for
the two time-flows do not factorize any more; instead, they interfere to produce a new
imaginary part. Then,
A = exp[−i(p2 ∧ p1 + p3 ∧ p4 + ωkn ∧ q)] v¯2eγµu1 u¯3eγµv4
× 1
k2 + iǫ
[
cos a− i(E1 + E2)sin a
ωk
]
.
(11)
Now we specialize to the center of mass frame (c.m.) fixed locally to a particular
collider. Then, k, ωk → 0 so that
A = exp[−i(p2 ∧ p1 + p3 ∧ p4)] v¯2eγµu1 u¯3eγµv4
× 1
k2 + iǫ
[
1− i1
2
(E1 + E2)θ0jq
j
]
= exp[−i(p2 ∧ p1 + p3 ∧ p4)] v¯2eγµu1 u¯3eγµv4
× s−1
[
1 + iθ0j(p1 − p3)j
√
s
]
, in c.m. ,
(12)
where s is the c.m. energy squared. The unpolarized differential cross section is found to
be,
dσµ
dΩ
=
α2
4s
(1 + c2θ)f
µ, (13)
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where cθ = cos θ, sθ = sin θ etc with θ, ϕ being the polar and azimuthal angles of µ
− in
the local reference frame. (This θ should not be confused with the NC parameter.) fµ is
the NC correction factor,
fµ = 1 +
1
4
( √
s
ΛNC
)4
(wi − wf)2, (14)
where we have defined the NC parameter vector θjE = θ
0j
E , with ΛNC = |~θE |−1/2 being
the associated NC energy scale, and wi = θˆE · pˆ1, wf = θˆE · pˆ3 using the relevant unit
vectors. We have also ignored the masses of the electron and muon which is appropriate
for high energy collisions. Note that the NC correction term in fµ grows up as s2. Since
we did not make any low energy approximations, it holds true at high energies as long
as the NC QED persists to be a valid description of QED interactions on NC spacetime.
This phenomenon arises due to the balance of the two competing factors. While the
exchange of a soft, massless and on-shell photon in the center of mass tends to blow
up the amplitude, the opposite but small NC phases from the two time-flows tend to
annihilate the contributions. We shall discuss in the last section how this high energy
behaviour does not necessarily contradict the Froissart-Martin bound derived in ordinary
theory. Here we just comment that it implies a lower bound on the differential cross
section,
dσµ
dΩ
≥ α
2
4Λ2NC
(1 + c2θ)|wi − wf |. (15)
The H+(p4)H
−(p3) production is similarly computed. Using the same notation as
above, we find,
A = exp[−i(p2 ∧ p1 + p3 ∧ p4 + ωkn ∧ q)] e2v¯2(/p3 − /p4)u1
× 1
k2 + iǫ
[
cos a− i(E1 + E2)sin a
ωk
]
,
(16)
which again reduces to the standard QED result up to a global phase as in the naive
approach when θ0j = 0. For θ0j 6= 0 however, the second term also contributes. In the
c.m., we have,
A = exp[−i(p2 ∧ p1 + p3 ∧ p4)] e2v¯22/p3u1
× s−1
[
1 + iθ0j(p1 − p3)j
√
s
]
,
dσH
±
dΩ
=
α2
8s
β3±s
2
θf
H±,
(17)
where β± =
√
1− 4m2±/s is the final particle velocity and,
fH
±
= 1 +
1
4
( √
s
ΛNC
)4
(wi − βwf)2. (18)
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The H0(p3)H
0(p4) process also occurs at tree level through an s-channel exchange of
photon in NC QED. Its computation is slightly more complicated but straightforward.
Finishing the trivial intermediate state phase space integral, we obtain,
A = 1
2
e2v¯2/p3u1e
−ip2∧p1
∑
λ
g(kλ)
2ωk[λ(E1 + E2)− ωk + iǫ]
, (19)
where
g(kλ) = e
−ip3∧p4[2ei2ωkn∧(p1−p3)eiλωkθ0j(p1−p3)
j
−e−i2ωkn∧p2e−iλωkθ0jpj2 − ei2ωkn∧p1eiλωkθ0jpj1]
−(p3 ↔ p4).
(20)
Note that A is symmetric in p3 and p4 since the spinor part is antisymmetric as is g(kλ).
The summation over λ can be finished as in eq. (10), which is essentially,
∑
λ
g(kλ)
2ωk[λ(E1 + E2)− ωk + iǫ]
=
1
s
[
1
2
(g(k+) + g(k−)) + (E1 + E2)
g(k+)− g(k−)
2ωk
]
.
(21)
For θ0j = 0, the above sum reduces to s
−1i8 sin(p3 ∧ p4) so that
A = i4e2eip2∧p1 sin(p3 ∧ p4)s−1v¯2/p3u1, for θ0j = 0, (22)
which is the result obtained in the naive approach [4]. The result for θ0j 6= 0 is lengthy,
so we specialize to the c.m.,
A = −i2e2e−ip2∧p1 v¯2/p3u1s−1(E1 + E2)θ0jpj3 cos[(E1 + E2)θ0jpj3/2], (23)
which coincides with the naive one eq. (22) only to the leading order in the low energy
limit. The differential cross section is
dσH
0
dΩ
=
α2
64
s
Λ4NC
β50s
2
θf
H0 ,
fH
0
=
[
wf cos
(
s
8Λ2NC
β0wf
)]2
,
(24)
where now β0 =
√
1− 4m20/s.
2.3 Earth rotation effects
The above results for cross sections would be the final ones to be used for data analysis if
the collider were fixed relative to the reference frame in which θµν ’s are assigned values.
This reference frame may be presumably defined by the microwave background radiation,
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in which a collider fixed on the Earth is constantly moving due to the self-rotation of the
Earth and its revolution around the Sun. Since a collider measurement takes much longer
than a day to accumulate data, the motion of the Earth has to be taken into account in
data analysis. As argued in Ref. [4], the dominant effect for a collider experiment comes
from the relative change of the preferred directions defined by θµν to our local terrestrial
frame fixed by the geographic configuration of the considered collider. We shall include
this effect in this subsection.
We first define the celestial and terrestrial reference frames. All frames are assumed
to be right-handed and all azimuthal-like angles are measured counter-clockwise. The
celestial frame may be fixed to good precision by specifying its 3-direction along the
Earth’s rotation axis and its 1-direction pointing to the vernal equinox [5]. The NC unit
vector θˆE is then measured by the polar and azimuthal angles ρ ∈ [0, π] and ξ ∈ [0, 2π)
which are NC physical parameters in addition to ΛNC. For the local terrestrial frame,
we define the e− beam as the z-direction and the (outgoing) normal to the sphere of the
Earth at the interaction point as the y-direction. The polar and azimuthal angles of a
particle momentum in this frame are denoted as θ ∈ [0, π] and ϕ ∈ [0, 2π) as in the last
subsection. To consider the Earth rotation effect, we also have to know the geographic
configuration of the collider which may be specified by three parameters. The site of the
laboratory is determined by its latitude σ ∈ [−π/2,+π/2] with positive (negative) values
denoting the northern (southern) hemisphere, and its longitude ω ∈ [0, 2π) measured,
e.g., with respect to the vernal equinox. We assume that the direction of the e− beam
deviates from the local meridian direction by an angle δ ∈ [0, 2π). The angles σ and δ are
fixed parameters for each collider, while ω changes periodically as the Earth rotates.
The remaining task now is to express in the local frame the fixed unit vector θˆE , which
is accomplished using the standard vector analysis [5],
θˆxE = sρ(cω−ξsσsδ + sω−ξcδ)− cρcσsδ,
θˆyE = sρcω−ξcσ + cρsσ,
θˆzE = sρ(−cω−ξsσcδ + sω−ξsδ) + cρcσcδ,
(25)
where ca = cos a, sa = sin a for all angles. In the following we shall denote ω − ξ as ω for
simplicity. This means effectively that the angle ω is measured with respect to the plane
spanned by θˆE and the Earth rotation axis. Then, the quantities needed for cross sections
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and defined in the last subsection are,
wi = θˆ
z
E ,
wf = θˆ
x
Esθcϕ + θˆ
y
Esθsϕ + θˆ
z
Ecθ.
(26)
The Earth rotation effect enters through the apparent change of θˆE and thus cross sections.
3 Numerical results
Before we present our numerical results, let us summarize the sets of angles introduced
so far: the local angles θ and ϕ, the NC angular parameters ρ and ξ, the configuration
angles σ and δ of the collider, and the Earth rotation angle ω. Since ξ appears in the
combination of ω − ξ, measuring ξ amounts to setting an absolute origin for ω which
may be chosen as the vernal equinox as mentioned above. In the following, our ω will be
measured with respect to ξ so that we shall concentrate on the single NC angle ρ. Our
numerical results will be presented for the TESLA at DESY whose configuration angles
are, σ = 53◦34′50′′, δ = 27.5◦ [17].
Upon considering the Earth rotation, the differential cross sections computed in the
last section depend on the angles θ, ϕ and ω as well as others. We thus may have two
types of distributions, one in the local angles, the other in the Earth rotation angle. The
differential cross sections can be cast collectively in the form,
4π
σA0
dσA
dΩ
= FA(θ, ϕ;ω), A = µ,H±, H0, (27)
where σµ,H
±
0 are the standard QED total cross sections while σ
H0
0 is a convenient normal-
ization constant for the H0H0 production,
σµ0 =
4π
3
α2
s
, σH
±
0 =
π
3
α2
s
β3±, σ
H0
0 =
πα2
60
s
Λ4NC
β50 . (28)
Then, in terms of f functions introduced in the last section, we have,
F µ(θ, ϕ;ω) =
3
4
(1 + c2θ)f
µ,
FH
±
(θ, ϕ;ω) =
3
2
s2θf
H±,
FH
0
(θ, ϕ;ω) =
15
4
s2θf
H0 .
(29)
Let us first present the results of total cross sections or their ratios to the QED
counterparts, which are averaged over the Earth rotation,
σ¯A = σA0 R¯
A, R¯A =
∫
dω
2π
∫
dΩ
4π
FA(θ, ϕ;ω). (30)
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For the µ+µ− and H+H− processes the integrals can be finished but the results are too
tedious to be recorded here. In Fig. 2 we show R¯µ as a function of
√
s for different values
of ΛNC and ρ. The NC corrections are always positive and depend strongly on ΛNC as
it is clear from the form factor fµ. The ρ dependence is relatively much milder. Fig. 3
displays R¯H
±
as a function of mass for the chosen parameters. From these two plots it is
clear that the viability to detect NC deviations from QED in total cross sections will be
decisively determined by the relative order of magnitudes of ΛNC and
√
s. In this respect,
the H0 pair production shown in Fig. 4 is more advantageous [4] since it occurs in the
standard model at one loop. For comparable ΛNC and
√
s, e.g., ΛNC =
√
s = 1 TeV, the
NC QED induced cross section well exceeds the one in the standard model which is about
0.1 ∼ 0.2 fb for an intermediate mass H0 [18].
The normalized and averaged distributions in the local angles shown in Figs. 5 and 6
are defined as,
FA(θ) =
∫
dω
2π
∫
dϕ
2π
FA(θ, ϕ;ω),
FA(ϕ) =
∫
dω
2π
1
2
∫
d cos θ FA(θ, ϕ;ω).
(31)
Again, for comparable ΛNC and
√
s, there are sizable NC deviations in θ dependence from
the QED results for the µ+µ− and H+H− production or from the standard model result
for the H0H0 production which follows roughly the ∼ sin2 θ law [18]. More interesting
are the ϕ distributions shown in Fig. 6, which occurs due to the violation of Lorentz
invariance. The distributions are also more sensitive to the ρ parameter compared to
other quantities shown above.
The above results are obtained by time-averaging and thus correspond to the standard
data analysis for the collider measurement. But the novel feature of Lorentz violation can
be better displayed using the day-night asymmetry [4], which describes the impact of the
Earth rotation and is defined as a function of ω (π) or t = 12ω/π (hour),
AADN(ωa, ωb) =
[∫ ωb
ωa
dω −
∫ ωb+π
ωa+π
dω
]
σA(ω)[∫ ωb
ωa
dω +
∫ ωb+π
ωa+π
dω
]
σA(ω)
=
[∫ ωb
ωa
dω −
∫ ωb+π
ωa+π
dω
] ∫
dΩ
4π
FA(θ, ϕ;ω)[∫ ωb
ωa
dω +
∫ ωb+π
ωa+π
dω
] ∫ dΩ
4π
FA(θ, ϕ;ω)
.
(32)
The asymmetry is shown in Fig. 7 as histograms binned per half an hour for the H+H−
andH0H0 production for the same set of parameters as in Fig. 5. The overall asymmetries
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accumulated for 24 hours are respectively, AH
±
DN (0, π) = +2.74 × 10−2 and AH0DN(0, π) =
−9.18×10−2. This asymmetry and the azimuthal angle distribution are the most sensitive
probe to NC signals and its angular parameter ρ.
4 Conclusion and discussion
The naive approach of perturbative NC field theory [8, 9] was shown to lead to the
violation of unitarity when time does not commute with space [10]. This failure has been
attributed to the improper implementation of perturbation theory [11]. Recently, it has
been demonstrated that the usual assumptions about perturbation theory when handled
properly actually result in an old-fashioned, time-ordered perturbation theory modified
appropriately to include effects of NC spacetime [14]. It turns out that this framework
does not recover the naive one when time does not commute with space, and that it
preserves unitarity as long as the Lagrangian is explicitly Hermitian. The picture for
perturbation theory is thus altered; in particular, the difference appears already at the
first order in perturbation.
In the present work we investigated the phenomenological implications of the above
framework at a high energy linear collider. We worked out the processes of e+e− →
µ+µ−, H+H−, H0H0 and included the effects of the Earth rotation. The results are indeed
found to be very different from those obtained in the naive approach. The first two
processes get corrected already at tree level as opposed to the naive result that amplitudes
are only modified by a global phase and thus cross sections remain untouched. For the
third process, the results in the two approaches are also different although they coincide in
the low energy limit. The numerical significance of NC effects depends on the geographic
configuration of the collider as well as the basic NC parameters. For definiteness, we
presented our numerical results for the TESLA project. Generally speaking, the new
effects are significant when the NC energy scale is comparable to the collider energy.
When this is not the case, the relatively rare signals can be compensated for by their
unique charateristics due to Lorentz violation, as shown in the azimuthal distribution and
day-night asymmetry of events.
Finally, we comment briefly on the surprising result on the high energy behaviour of
cross section. We found in section 2 that the NC correction term in the total cross section
grows up linearly in s when a soft, massless, on-shell photon is exchanged in the s-channel.
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Actually the phenomenon occurs when the mass of the exchanged particle is much less
than the NC energy scale and s. We argue below that this does not necessarily contradict
the statements in ordinary theory. For example, the Froissart-Martin bound that the
cross section of two body reactions cannot grow faster than ln2 s as s→∞, was originally
obtained [19] on the assumption of the Mandelstam’s representation [20], i.e., the double
dispersion relation. Later this bound was derived [21] from the usual axioms of quantum
field theory based on the analyticity properties of scattering amplitudes, in particular
causality and relativistic invariance. In NC field theory, these last properties are already
changed even with space-space noncommutativity alone: only a weaker microcausality
is possible in the sense of perturbation theory at least and a part of Lorentz invariance
survives [22]. The analyticity properties are altered so significantly that no dispersion
relations have been shown to be possible for the simplest case of scattering [22], let alone
the double dispersion relations of Mandelstam. As the time-space NC is generally believed
to be more delicate than the space-space NC, it is far from obvious that the Froissart-
Martin bound would still apply to the time-space NC case. Another statement that is
often made in ordinary theory is that unitarity sets a bound on the total cross section in
the high energy limit. This is not a precise statement in fact. Indeed, unitarity of the S
matrix sets a bound on each of the partial wave cross sections, but it is insufficient to do
so on the total cross section which is an infinite sum of the partial wave cross sections [23].
Only when a process is known to occur for a finite number of partial waves in the high
energy limit, a bound becomes possible on the total cross section. As there are preferred
directions in NC field theory, this partial wave analysis would be very different but seems
to deserve further study.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 2. The NC µ± cross section normalized to its QED counterpart is shown as a function
of
√
s at the TESLA site. Other parameters are, ρ = 0 (dotted), π/4 (solid) and π/2
(dashed) with ΛNC = 1 TeV, and ρ = π/4 with ΛNC = 4 TeV (long-dashed).
Fig. 3. The NC H± cross section normalized to its QED counterpart is shown as a
function of its mass at the TESLA site and for
√
s = 0.5 (dotted), 1.0 (solid) or 1.5
(dashed) TeV and ΛNC = 1 TeV, ρ = π/4.
Fig. 4. The NC H0 cross section is shown as a function of its mass using the same
parameters as in Fig. 3.
Fig. 5. The normalized and averaged θ distributions are shown for the NC processes
(solid) and compared to their QED counterparts for µ± and H± production (dashed).
ρ = π/4, ΛNC =
√
s = 1 TeV, m± = m0 = 150 GeV.
Fig. 6. The normalized and averaged ϕ distributions are shown forH± andH0 production
at ρ = π/4 (dashed) or π/3 (solid). The case for µ± production is close to H± and thus
not shown. Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 5.
Fig. 7. The histograms of the day-night asymmetry ADN are shown as a function of time
t using the same parameters as in Fig. 5.
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